Radiologic Criteria in Predicting Pathologic Less Invasive Lung Cancer According to TNM 8th Edition.
The Japan Clinical Oncology Group Study 0201 has proposed radiologic criteria on thin-slice computed tomography to diagnose pathologic less invasive lung adenocarcinoma that could be a candidate for sublobar resection based on the previous tumor, node, metastasis classification system (TNM). The aim of this study was to propose the new radiologic criteria for predicting pathologic less invasive cancer according to the 8th edition TNM. We analyzed 744 patients who had peripheral clinical Tis-T1cN0M0 non-small-cell lung cancer of 3 cm or less and underwent complete resection by lobectomy from 2003 to 2011. We defined lung cancer with no nodal involvement and no vessel invasion pathologically as a pathologic less invasive cancer and investigated the radiologic criteria on the basis of the solid component size and by the consolidation-to-tumor (C/T) ratio (calculated with the maximum solid component diameter divided by the maximum tumor diameter) by using preoperative thin-slice computed tomography to predict them with a specificity of 97% or more, and evaluated overall survival. Patients with clinical Tis/T1mi/T1a disease had no pathologic invasive cancer except for one patient (specificity, 99%). From the investigation with the C/T ratio, only the criterion of C/T ratio 0.5 or less met the standard (specificity, 100%). The final specificity after combining these criteria was 99.6%, and they showed excellent prognosis (5-year overall survival rate, 96.2%). Lung cancer with clinical Tis/T1mi/T1a or a C/T ratio of 0.5 or less can be completely cured by sublobar resection with sufficient margin because of its less invasive nature pathologically.